7 Questions
to Determine Zero Trust Readiness

How advanced is your organization’s security posture?
Prior to implementing Zero Trust security, you should evaluate your enterprise’s level of preparedness to
successfully evolve and implement a new framework.
Here are seven essential questions to ask yourself to determine your organization’s state of Zero Trust readiness:

1.

How do you currently provide enterprise application access for your users?

2.

How isolated is your network infrastructure from the public Internet?

3.

Which methods of corporate application protection do you have in place today?

4.

Which methods of identity authentication and authorization do you use before providing access to your users?

5.

Which threat protection capabilities do you have in place to defend your users and devices?

6.

To what extent are you able to monitor Internet-bound traffic and activity?

7.

What integrations and configurations do your security solutions support?

Read this paper to learn more about the security and business benefits of Zero
Trust or contact an Akamai specialist to discuss a customized action plan for
security transformation.
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